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About This Game
Gambit Heart is a blend of Open-World Sandbox-styled exploration and crafting mixed with Turn-Based Tactical RPG inspired
combat and characters. Set in a beautiful 3D tile-based fantasy world you will be able to explore new areas, meet new friends,
find new equipment, and more! Combat is unique with a new layer of strategy where the players choose when to take their turns
during a real-time turn select phase.
We hope that you enjoy Gambit Heart and see what it has in store!
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Title: Gambit Heart
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Grizzly Wolf Games LLC
Publisher:
Grizzly Wolf Games LLC
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista SP1+
Processor: Core 2 Duo / Athlon X2 or greater
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 10 or greater
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 300 MB available space
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gambit heart. destiny 2 gambit heart. gambit seething heart. gambit hearthstone. gambit ace of hearts. gambit heart quest
Father esport game, this game had been around FOREVER!! Best proof that simpler is better. All skill based, no clunky
graphics in the way, pure skill based fun and competition. I'm very nostalgic about this game, but please give it a try and you will
fall in love. As soon as the comunity picks back up, i'm sure it will be as fun as before.
I strongly reccommend that you try it, worst case you lost 2 minutes of your life downloading it.
See you on the field !. Not as fun as farm frenzy, but still fun. Similar style of management game. Story not all that great, but I
don't play it for the story. Never expected much out of it.. Simple concept, yet very fun and challenging physics type of game. I
see it as weird kind of platformer. Game starts quite easy, but increases in difficulty as you progress. What I like most about it
beside the lovely aesthetics is the quick gameplay style that keeps you moving from one level to the next.
One cool feature is competing against the ghost of other players. While not technically a difficulty, there are different kinds of
wisps, and each has its own speed. Speed can be a plus or minus depending on the level.
Game is short though, 2-3 hours. Just bare that in mind.. An easy and short casual puzzle.. quot;9. REFUNDS POLICIES SET
BY THE LICENSOR AND ITS DISTRIBUTORS, PARTNERS OR AGENTS
9.1 Except when required by law, the Licensor shall be under no obligation to issue refunds under any circumstances. The
Licensor may issue refunds basing on Licensor's own judgement and solely as a gesture of good will."
Refund simulator 2017
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so far i've built a little house, built a lot of the workbench's and believe i am on my way to leaving this planet! I would say this
game is very promising. work on the UI a bit and some of the annoying bugs and it'll be good! Note if you use Nvidia optimus
you will have to manually set it to use the discrete graphics card(many steam games have this issue). This is a taxing game,
especially on the ram as every planet is loaded into the memory. I have a 3rd gen i-5, 660m, and 8 gb's of ram and managed to
max the base settings, however when starting a new game my ram limited the amount of spherical planets I could have. Still
built 10 planar planets of ranging sizes and manage to maintain 35 fps. The crafting is fairly simple and intuitive, and the default
controls work pretty well. I have experienced a few freezes, one total lockup. overall though as long as you can deal with the
occasional freeze(i've read people have lost saves), I'd recommend this game. One thing besides optimization I would
recommend is to polish the UI!. I tried the demo which worked great, then decided to buy the full version which didn't work
properly on my machine. I was denied my refund afterwards due to playtime which is ridiculous since I was testing to see if
enough processing time would get the software to work (which it didn't)
Unless you're on Win 7, Avoid this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like the plague!!. this game is not ment to be
played now because now it sucks later it might not. Fantastic pure fun side scroller. The first version that is. XXL edition adds
some weapon enhancements to buy in the game, but the money system created for it changes the nature of the gameplay. It
becomes a grindfest with backing up and focusing on the money items all over the screen and not Sam, resulting in needless
damage. Plus, for every money item gathered you hear a loud ca-ching that gets old very fast. All in all, I'd recomend playing the
initial base game. It's fast and it feels just like a 2D Serious Same should. It could be converted to 3D and still work and be fun.
Such is not the case with XXL. Honestly, could you imagine having to run around gathering up money all over the place in a 3D
Sam game? Oh no! Hold the next wave of baddies. I need to collect mah money! No thanks. Stick with the first one. It's a blast.
That being said, my file corrupted and wouldn't load, so I didn't end up beating it. Had fun with what I played though.. Be
prepared to contort, suck in your gut, hold your breath, crawl around your playspace, and laugh.
Performance wasn't great before on a minimum-spec machine. Not sure if it was my GPU upgrade or the recent update, but
runs great now.. WASTE OF MONEY!!!

They story is good, but way to short!!! You also pay way too much for what is an unfinished story!!
The author has begun to only care about the money relasing the story in multiple segements rather than 1 complete story.... kills
time good :). MarZ is a really nice take on the tower defense genre and does a lot of things very right, but sadly doesn't try to do
many new things.
At any rate, the game itself is solid. Had a great time working through the campaign, workshop integration will see it go a long
way down the road and overall it's a title worth your time if you're in to TD games.
Story wise, it's a little barebones, but well built up, nothing that stands out over the years but satisfying nonetheless.
Gameplay wise it's a very well polished TD game that has a lot of things going for it. There's enough tension in maps to make it
challenging enough without quickly becoming a "just build 10 of these and you win" type situation, which is often what most
TD games have problems with. This one does not, the techtree is well built out, it has enough variation, but sadly missing those
luxury things like split upgrade paths, higher tiers, more endgame options, and so forth.
Music and style wise, it's very excellent. Has an accurate depiction of what mars should be looking like for the most part, and
atmosphere wise it does a tremendous job of making it look eerie and full of suspense. The soundtrack adds to this. Nothing
extremely fast paced but adding to what's there already, and having a few memorable tracks to say the least.
Overall a welcome addition. I rate this Good/Very.. If you play along as a melee class there are too many broken fights where
you have no chance. You cannot control your companions who do the dumbest♥♥♥♥♥♥at the dumbest times and wipe your
party. The only way to heal between rounds is to go back to town and stay at an inn, or purchase tons of expensive potions. Same
for mana. Too many enemies that cast AoE and it does too much damage, and it is just broken.. Very challenging and gives a
new point of view on what it would be like to be blind
Community Update 2 - version 0.281:
We have added 3 new enemies to the forests, and Bogles have been added to fields. In current production are more enemy
monsters as well as craftable drops which players can utilize once we unveil our crafting system in a future update. It’s been
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slower than we’d like this week, but we’re expecting the updates to become more substantial in the weeks to come as we get our
bearings and continue to finish out the essential gameplay mechanics.
Added classes Guardian, Ranger and Herbalists to forests
Added placeholder icons to items
Updated Bogle spawn locations
Fixed loot spawn on class NPC’s
. Community Update 3 - version 0.284:
Not as much progress was made this week as was planned; Steamworks integration has began, as well as character saves, but
there have been setbacks with saving procedurally generated worlds due in part to how objects are managed engine side. This
has led us to having the choice ahead of us on whether to continue with procedural generation or to set a fixed map. As we're
still indecisive and researching our options we haven't made a final decision on the matter. There will be more details in the next
community update.
We've added a new lizard type monster called a "Tatzel". We are planning to follow the theme of unique creatures to populate
the world of Gambit Heart. We like the idea of exploring an unknown world and not knowing what kind of interesting fantasy
creatures, hybrids, and legends you might stumble upon. The Tatzel will be getting skills in the near future.
Added Save system
Added character level progression
Added Tatzel monster
Updated Item inventory count. Community Update - version 0.332:
This patch is a smaller one focusing on some bugs that have been building up which should hopefully smooth out some of the
more apparent issues. There is a lot of work from this patch that is being rolled over as there are some major gameplay
mechanics that are being worked on and should be implemented in the following patch.
These are the major changes to this update:
Character gold and items no longer break when switching classes.
Character combat UI now updates properly.
Fixed an issue where armor highlight stats were appearing in the incorrect order.
Fixed a camera location bug when changing classes.
. Community Update 8 - Unfortunate News:
Unfortunately, Grizzly Wolf Games will not be able to update Gambit Heart on a consistent basis for the foreseeable future.
This comes with a rather heavy burden on us, as financially we are unable to continue updating the Steam version of Gambit
Heart currently, and have to quickly divert our focus or we risk losing our company.
Gambit Heart is a game of passion for us; we want to make the best Tactical Role-Playing game that we can imagine; the game
we want to play. We knew we were biting off more than we could chew but drove forward anyway. With ample experience and
tenacity for our craft, we wished to make an amazing experience that would be enjoyed from the outset.
Unfortunately, reality is more than just ambition. Gambit Heart is a game that requires an incredible amount of resources, and
while we have the talent, we do not have the financial ability to continue on at this point in time. With another estimated year
and a half to two years of development ahead of us, and with that time needing to be almost solely dedicated on development of
the game, there's simply not enough left in the bank to ride out development to the point of being able to pivot focus into
marketing; as that would be essential to financial viability on the Steam platform.
We've stated it before, but unfortunately we have to state it again, as it's ultimately our downfall with Gambit Heart: we are
developers first, and publishers second. We did not market the game, as we want more from it. There's so much left to be done
before we'd really be confident enough to sit down and say "this is what Gambit Heart is, and it's worth purchasing now."

Moving Forward:
We're far from done with Gambit Heart and we wouldn't have bothered with Steam if the plan wasn't to complete it, all that's
changing is how and when. We'll be returning sometime later next year, ideally as soon as possible, as this is what we truly wish
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to work on, it is our passion project, our dream game.
In the meantime, we'll be working on porting and re-releasing our previous title, Flight of the Paladin, as well as another smaller
game we've been kicking around internally for a while. We have had other things on the back-burner, and if we don't want to
close our doors for good, it looks like we'll have to pivot to those effective immediately to continue doing what we love.
We're sorry, we have made promises that to date we haven't kept. We've had setbacks that we didn't account for and it's
ultimately slowed progress down. We haven't been as organized as we'd wanted and it's shown. It is our goal to relaunch Gambit
Heart in 2019 with renewed vigor, more driven focus, and a concise direction that is as clear to you as it is to us.
We thank you for your patience and know that Gambit Heart is not dead, just hibernating. Grizzly Wolf Games has to keep
alive in order for that to remain true, though, and so we must now divert our feelings and energy into keeping our doors open..
Community Update - version 0.297:
This week was a lot of work on the back-end of production; assets are being assembled, skill effects are being plotted out, and
the story that has yet to be told is shaping its way into production. There have been several aspects severely missing from
Gambit Heart that we haven’t addressed, those primarily being quality UI design and narrative. Both of these will slowly filter
their way into the game over the next few weeks, on top of the essentials that we have addressed.
On that note, there are some changes that can be expected when it comes to how Gambit Heart presents itself; both financially
and descriptively. First, our price point will be changing, we stated that we would stay firm at our price point in the Early Access
questionnaire, and we’ll be reviewing how we want to address that soon. Second, we may be removing the moniker of “Roguelite” as we feel more and more inclined to make a standardized RPG experience. We have a distinct story to tell, ours is not a
completely randomized world. We have many procedural aspects, and those will be staying, but the narrative, the overall story
being told, and the characters involved, those are set firmly in place. Secondly, we feel that Rogue-lite as a genre (and by
extension Rogue-likes) are quite distinctive in their expectations, and we don’t feel the necessity to confine ourselves inside of
those lines. Perma-death was always planned on being circumvented easily, and by the very nature of the term, this removes the
“Rogue” element. If any of our current players are put off by this and are within Steam’s window of a refund, feel free to trust
your gut; we are as well, and we feel that Gambit Heart will be far better for it.

Patch Notes:
Fixed map location bug when changing class
Fixed inventory not updating properly when changing class
. Community Update - version 0.295:
This week we are trying to get organized. Our time-frame was estimated based on the need to catch-up and we have to accept
that updates will be slower than we would like. We are still committed to delivering the best game we can with Gambit Heart.
Everything we need has been planned and we are excited to produce it as fast as we can but we need to be realistic.
The roadmap is the same but our dates are going to be a little farther out. For those still unsure of whether or not to purchase the
game: please look forward to us having most of the lumps smoothed out by early September. This will include the initial area
and biome as well as what’s missing on what we promised to deliver: the first dungeon.
We hope that by September you will be able to play the game as it was meant to be played, albeit a small starting version. Thank
you for sticking with us and please forgive our poor planning.
Here are the changes for version 0.295:
Added ability to change classes
Added preliminary skills for Assassin, Fighter, Mage and Thief classes
Known bugs:
Changing classes resets the player character’s location to the bottom corner of the map, and inventory is not updating correctly
after class change.
New skills are integrated, but not available yet as VFX and SFX are not yet completed.
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